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Hawker Group Centre  Objectives 
and Design Strategies 

 

 

Character & Amenity 
1.1 To build upon the Centre’s relaxed village char acter and slower pace 

1.1.1 Enhance ease of access for convenience shopping at existing and new businesses. 

1.1.2 Provide for continuity and growth of small scale retail and commercial businesses and 
services. 

1.1.3 Strengthen the pedestrian character of the Centre, reinforcing existing thoroughfares 
and integrating new developments. 

1.1.4 Enhance Centre identity through improvements to the public realm, including streets 
and a central public space. 

1.1.5 Encourage progressive upgrading of existing buildings and high quality design for new 
developments. 

1.2 To ensure the Centre is visible and easy to nav igate 

1.2.1 Provide built form to identify Centre entries. 

1.2.2 Develop a pattern of streets, places and spaces that allow people to move easily 
through the Centre. 

1.2.3 Improve linkages between Centre uses for mutual benefit of businesses and 
community. 

1.3 To provide high quality public spaces which are  engaging, comfortable and 
amenable for all users 

1.3.1 Provide a central public gathering space (Hawker Village Square) as the heart of the 
Centre. 

1.3.2 Plan Centre layout so that the central gathering space is in proximity to key businesses 
and essential services, and readily accessible from convenient parking, public transport 
stops and path networks. 

1.3.3 Proportion public spaces and adjacent built form to be people friendly. 

1.3.4 Plan the form and scale of buildings surrounding public space to give shelter from 
climate extremes, optimise access to winter sun and provide comfortable spatial enclosure. 

1.3.5 Encourage buildings to address and activate* adjacent public spaces. 

1.3.6 Design public spaces to accommodate a range of use and activity including public 
gathering and special events, pedestrian movement, alfresco dining, children’s play and 
public seating. 

1.3.7 Ensure adequate provision of high quality street furniture including lighting, bins, 
signage and public seating all located at regular intervals for convenient use. 

1.3.8 Design streets and public spaces in response to the needs and ability of the range of 
users including the elderly, young or disabled. 



1.4 To ensure landscape contributes to the creation  of a high quality public realm 

1.4.1 Maintain and introduce planting and landscape elements that add interest, enhance 
attractiveness, provide shade in summer and allow in winter sun. 

1.4.2 Utilise landscape elements from the Hawker natural environment. 

1.4.3 Select landscape elements to define public spaces, utilising scale, bulk, form, colour 
and species. 

1.4.4 Select suitable species in response to the scale of space, and to meet the Territory and 
Municipal Services (TaMS) ongoing maintenance requirements. 

1.4.5 Use robust, durable and attractive paving materials. 

1.5 To enhance safety within the Centre 

1.5.1 Plan Centre layout and design buildings to maximise passive surveillance of streets 
and public spaces. 

1.5.2 Design public spaces and pedestrian thoroughfares to avoid lurking spaces and 
entrapment in dead end spaces. 

1.5.3 Ensure streets and public spaces are well lit. 

Economic Sustainability 
2.1 To support sustainable commercial and retail gr owth, providing opportunity for 
existing businesses to expand and new businesses to  establish 

2.1.1 Plan Centre layout and individual buildings for flexibility allowing existing or new 
businesses to respond to market demand. 

2.1.2 Provide for additional ground floor Gross Floor Area (GFA) with active frontage* for 
new retail businesses. 

2.1.3 Provide for additional ground and upper level GFA for new non retail businesses, such 
as professional offices. 

2.1.4 Facilitate expansion of existing businesses beyond constrained sites by making 
adjoining Territory land available for purchase. 

2.1.5 Facilitate relocation of existing businesses from constrained sites to more appropriate 
sites. 

2.1.6 Nominate sites, streets and public spaces where active commercial frontage* is to be 
concentrated. 

2.1.7 Provide clarity as to potential for business expansion at upper levels. 

2.2 To strengthen the appeal of the Centre for exis ting and new users 

2.2.1 Provide for ongoing commercial viability of existing small businesses. 

2.2.2 Provide opportunity for increased range of products and services. 

2.2.3 Provide for growth of specialist medical and professional businesses unique to the 
Centre. 

2.2.4 Provide for growth of a range of employment opportunities. 

2.2.5 Maintain convenient proximity of businesses to parking and pedestrian areas. 

2.2.6 Maintain adequate parking provision for Centre users. 

2.2.7 Maintain free public parking within the Centre. 



2.2.8 Maintain business continuity during periods of redevelopment. 

2.3 To strengthen the mix of uses within the Centre  

2.3.1 Include a fuller range of appropriate permissible uses in lease purpose clauses. 

2.3.2 Plan Centre layout to support mutually beneficial relationships between businesses. 

2.3.3 Provide for anchor business/es recognising their impact on the viability of small 
businesses. 

2.3.4 Plan subdivision of land or buildings to give a flexible range of accommodation for 
varying scale or type of businesses. 

2.3.5 Provide for community facilities or residential uses which are complementary to 
commercial uses. 

2.4 To promote activity which encourages seven day trading within the Centre 

2.4.1 Encourage the introduction of uses which operate over extended trading hours 
including evenings and weekends. 

2.4.2 Provide appropriate high amenity* residential development within the Centre. 

Accessibility 
3.1 To allow all users, travelling by car, bus, cyc le or on foot to move around the 
Centre comfortably and safely 

3.1.1 Develop a clear hierarchy of streets which respond to traffic and parking needs within 
the Centre and provide connections to existing streets outside the Centre. 

3.1.2 Give each length of street a new name, removing the confusion of multiple streets 
named Hawker Place. 

3.1.3 Design street cross sections to accommodate cars, buses, services, pedestrians and 
cyclists respecting the scale and type of adjoining land use and building frontage. 

3.1.4 Encourage slow vehicle speeds throughout the Centre, particularly at areas of high 
pedestrian activity, through careful consideration of street design such as shared zone/s, 
raised crossing/s, kerbside parking, landscape and street trees, line marking, varied road 
surface, reduced speed limits and signage. 

3.1.5 Design streets as destinations to avoid short cuts for through traffic. 

3.1.6 Plan Centre layout to avoid commercial service vehicle access and associated loading 
activities along principal streets or in conflict with pedestrian activity. 

3.1.7 Extend neighbouring pedestrian and cycle path networks into the Centre. 

3.1.8 Design footpath widths to accommodate pedestrian activity, widening at areas of 
greatest activity, and include adequate allowance for street furniture and seating. 

3.1.9 Nominate building frontages which are to provide continuous weather protected 
pedestrian thoroughfares. 

3.1.10 Design footpaths and building entries for ease of use by people with disabilities, 
seniors, parents with prams and customers with trolleys, including grades, thresholds, 
materials, tactile indicators*, signage and rest opportunities. 

3.1.11 Make generous provision of bicycle racks including a proportion under cover. 

3.1.12 Maintain central location of bus stops in close proximity to shops and services, public 
space, and pedestrian network connecting Hawker and adjacent suburbs. 



3.1.13 Provide high amenity* bus stops with generous seating, weather protection, good 
lighting, proximity to secure bicycle parking facilities and passive surveillance from adjacent 
businesses. 

3.2 To optimise parking opportunities 

3.2.1 Optimise the efficiency of off-street car parks, providing parking at or below grade, 
external or under cover, and of appropriate type in response to the range of vehicle types, 
users, purpose and length of stay. 

3.2.2 Configure existing and new streets to include safe on-street parking. 

3.2.3 Require all new developments to meet ACT Parking and Vehicular Access General 
Code requirements for off-street parking provision. 

3.2.4 Proportion new development sites to suit efficient parking modules. 

3.2.5 Provide at least 6% of public parking as dedicated* Accessible* (disabled) parking 
bays (double the rate of provision prescribed by the ACT Parking and Vehicular Access 
General Code), together with generous provision of other dedicated* parking bays – such as 
seniors, parents or nominated user (i.e. medical practitioner) – in recognition of the specific 
user and service mix within the Centre. 

3.2.6 Require residential visitor parking to be accommodated wholly on site and with 
unrestricted access. 

3.2.7 Enforce restrictions on short-stay and dedicated* parking bays. 

3.3 To provide parking that is easy to find, conven ient and well organised 

3.3.1 Concentrate public parking in locations close to shops and services that produce 
highest demand, with ‘short-stay’ and ‘long-stay’ parking within 100m (half the maximum 
distance as prescribed for a Group Centre within the ACT Parking and Vehicular Access 
General Code). 

3.3.2 Distribute dedicated* parking bays throughout the Centre in close proximity to shops 
and services. 

3.3.3 Locate dedicated* Accessible* (disabled) and parents parking bays on the same side 
of the street as shops and services, or directly adjacent to defined pedestrian crossings. 

3.3.4 Provide signage to clearly identify public parking areas and detail time limits and 
restrictions, and to identify access to off-street public or residential visitor parking areas. 

3.4 To provide parking which is safe and accessible  

3.4.1 Define all individual on and off-street parking bays with line marking. 

3.4.2 Define off-street car park entries with either a change in surface material or driveway 
threshold. 

3.4.3 Define on-street parking bays separate from the traffic lane by indenting bays to the 
kerb, using contrasting surface material, and reinforcing separation distance with line 
marking. 

3.4.4 Provide lighting to all on and off-street parking areas for user safety and security. 

3.4.5 Locate and design dedicated* parking bays intended for Centre staff use after hours to 
be safe and not isolated. 

3.4.6 Lay out dedicated* Accessible* (disabled) parking bays to allow users to safely enter 
and exit from vehicles and have access to the boot. 



3.4.7 Design dedicated* Accessible* (disabled) parking bays and the path of travel linking 
them to shops and services to be compliant with relevant Australian Standards, including 
grades, increased dimensions, kerb ramps, materials, line marking, tactile indicators* and 
signage. 

Built Form & Land Use 
4.1 To reinforce commercial and retail uses as the predominant activities within the 
Centre 

4.1.1 Nominate sites, streets and public spaces where commercial active frontage* is to be 
concentrated. 

4.1.2 Prioritise opportunities for retail and commercial development at the ground floor, while 
less commercially viable upper levels may include appropriate high amenity* housing. 

4.1.3 Require new developments to provide increased ceiling heights suitable for 
commercial uses within ground floor spaces. 

4.1.4 Encourage the collocation of a range of complementary uses, such as community 
activities and high amenity* residential development. 

4.2 To strengthen the integration of the Centre wit h the surrounding neighbourhood 

4.2.1 Design buildings to complement the scale and character of the Centre and the 
surrounding area and landscape. 

4.3 To ensure high quality built form 

4.3.1 Define site-specific building envelopes* and setbacks* for key sites, such as sites 
adjoining public spaces and sites on prominent street corners including Centre entry 
intersections. 

4.3.2 Promote business entries, glazed shopfronts, flush floor levels at entry thresholds and 
a consistent building alignment at ground level along the boundary with adjoining nominated 
streets and public spaces. 

4.3.3 Require covered pedestrian thoroughfares along building frontages. 

4.3.4 Specify height limits and increased setbacks* from street for upper storeys. 

4.3.5 Design buildings to avoid significant overshadowing of public spaces. 

4.3.6 Design buildings housing large retail anchor businesses to include a perimeter of 
smaller businesses with active frontage* at ground level along boundaries adjoining 
nominated streets and public spaces. 

4.3.7 Avoid blank walls to streets, or where unavoidable require appropriate facade and 
material articulation*. 

4.3.8 Require screening of services, including roof-mounted equipment, and enclosure of 
loading activities and waste storage. 

4.3.9 Develop an agreed set of Design Guidelines, detailing required built form articulation*, 
materials and colours to guide ongoing redevelopment. 

4.3.10 Develop an agreed set of Signage Guidelines, detailing appropriate form, size and 
location constraints for business signage, and a uniform system of public signage. 

4.3.11 Promote openings, balconies and terraces at upper levels overlooking streets and 
public spaces for passive surveillance. 



4.4 To provide a diversity of housing choices withi n the Centre to accommodate the 
changing needs of the local community 

4.4.1 Provide opportunities for housing in response to market demand and population 
increases. 

4.4.2 Encourage housing types which complement the commercial use of the Centre, such 
as ‘live / work’ or ‘shop top housing’ developments. 

4.4.3 Encourage housing types which provide ongoing passive surveillance to the public 
realm. 

4.4.4 Provide a balanced mix of unit types and sizes, from single bedroom studios through to 
three plus bedroom apartments. 

4.4.5 Provide a proportion of housing with accessible, flexible layouts. 

4.4.6 Design buildings to be flexible to respond to future fluctuations in demand for housing 
or retail and commercial space. 

Environmental Sustainability 
5.1 To reduce energy consumption 

5.1.1 Consider the orientation of new buildings to optimise favourable northern solar access. 

5.1.2 Design buildings to avoid significant overshadowing of adjoining development, streets 
and public spaces. 

5.1.3 Size and proportion new residential and non retail commercial development sites such 
that resultant building plan depths* optimise use of day lighting and natural ventilation, 
reducing dependence on artificial lighting and air conditioning. 

5.1.4 Support transport choice, including public transport, car share*, cycling and walking. 

5.1.5 Design new off-street car parking areas as undercroft rather than basement where 
slopes allow, reducing need for artificial lighting and ventilation. 

5.1.6 Support installation of solar devices. 

5.1.7 Install energy efficient lighting. 

5.2 To reduce waste generation 

5.2.1 Design new buildings such that they can be adapted for multiple uses over time. 

5.2.2 Provide adequate storage and access for the collection of recycled materials 
generated by businesses and the public within the Centre. 

5.3 To reduce water use and improve downstream wate r quality 

5.3.1 Design buildings to capture and store roof water for secondary uses, such as toilet 
flushing, with associated decrease in stormwater peak flows and volumes. 

5.3.2 Review overland flows through the Centre, recognising the constraints of topography, 
to identify opportunities for introduction of Water Sensitive Urban Design (WSUD) elements 
such as swales, rain gardens or wetlands*. 

5.3.3 Design streets to direct runoff to street tree plantings within rain gardens*, slowing and 
treating stormwater runoff consistent with the ACT Waterways: Water Sensitive Urban 
Design General Code. 

Domain 

 



Definitions (*) 

Accessible 
Design for Accessibility aims to provide dignified, equitable, cost-effective and reasonably 
achievable access to buildings, facilities and services for people with a disability, including 
those who rely on a wheelchair. Design for Accessibility has the benefit of making life safer 
and promotes ease of use for everyone. Items specifically 
identified as Accessible, such as Accessible car parking, are required to meet minimum 
design standards as detailed in the Territory Plan Access and Mobility General Code, the 
Building Code of Australia or referenced Australian Standards. 
 
activate, active frontage, active commercial fronta ge  
Active frontage is the building face at ground level which stimulates activity within a safe and 
interesting pedestrian environment. Buildings with active frontage contain a concentration of 
predominantly commercial uses, such as shopfronts or cafes, and may include entries to 
upper level non retail commercial uses, such as offices, or residential uses. Buildings with 
active frontage have facades designed to add to the sense of street activity and promote 
passive surveillance and pedestrian comfort, through use of clear glazed shop fronts, 
multiple entries providing direct access from the street, floor levels flush with the footpath, 
and continuous shopfront awnings. 
 
articulation 
Articulation means the design of the facade of buildings to be varied in order to provide 
visual interest to the street. Forms of articulation may include architectural elements and 
detailing to be incorporated into the building facade and variations to the building alignment. 
 
building envelope 
A building outline shows an outline of where a building can be built on a site. It is a planning 
control designed to influence the overall scale and bulk of a proposed development, and in 
turn its relationship to its neighbours or the street. In contrast to a setback*, which has 
similar intent but prescribes a horizontal distance only, a building envelope prescribes a 
three dimensional volume within which the built form must be contained. As such a building 
envelope can prescribe quite specific and complex outcomes as required. Varying building 
envelopes are prescribed within the Single Dwelling Housing, Multi Unit Housing and 
Centres Development Codes of the 
Territory Plan.  
 
building plan depth 
A building’s plan depth is the horizontal distance from one building facade to the facade on 
the opposite side of the building. Narrow building plans generally provide better sunlight and 
daylight access, and greater opportunity for cross ventilation than deep building plans.  
 
car share 
Car sharing is a convenient and reliable way for people to have use of a car without the cost 
and responsibilities of car ownership.  Members of privately-operated car share schemes 
gain access to cars parked in convenient locations such as shopping centres. Cars are 
typically parked in dedicated* parking bays either in car parks, 
or more often on street to ensure they are as convenient as a private car.  The member 
reserves the car of their choice, either online or over the phone, for an hour or a day, and 
collects it from the reserved space using an electronic smart card which acts as a car key. 
When finished, the car is returned to the same reserved space, avoiding the need to find a 
parking spot.  Car share users are charged by time and distance, at a rate set by 
each operator. Costs associated with fuel, vehicle maintenance and insurance are usually 
included in the operator’s hire fees.  Car share schemes are currently operating in Sydney 
and Melbourne, by commercial operators Flexicar, Greensharecar and GoGet.  



 
dedicated 
A dedicated parking bay is one reserved for a particular purpose.  Dedicated parking bays 
include time limited ‘short stay’ parking bays for use by all, through to bays reserved for 
specific users such as the disabled (Accessible*), seniors, parents with prams, nominated 
users such as medical professionals or for car share* schemes.  
 
high amenity 
High amenity refers to the inclusion of features, above and beyond the minimum requisite 
provision, which  contribute to an experience of increased comfort or convenience for users, 
such as weather protection. A high amenity outcome will result from careful design which 
responds to the range of user needs. 
 
rain garden, swale, wetland 
Rain gardens, swales and wetlands are measures for managing urban stormwater quality 
and quantity before it reaches formalised drainage systems, such as underground pipes, 
and/or natural waterways.  A rain garden is a vegetated trench or pit that captures low 
intensity flow runoff and filters it down through a subsurface gravel or sand medium before it 
is directed into the piped stormwater system.  Dissolved nutrients are removed by the 
bacteria that grow in the soil media and on the surfaces of the roots of appropriate drought 
tolerant grasses, ground covers and rushes. Locating street trees within rain gardens which 
collect runoff from streets provides additional water infiltration for the benefit of the tree and 
improves the appearance of the street, while also managing stormwater quality and quantity.   

A swale  is a vegetated, shallow open channel that conveys stormwater along its surface 
while also removing sediment and pollutants. The benefits of a grassed swale can include 
the partial filtration of runoff as well as providing a visually attractive alternative to concrete 
channels or conventional kerb-and-gutter streets.   

A wetland  is a permanent water feature that can achieve significant improvements in water 
quality, retard storm flows, provide a habitat for native plants and animals, a venue for 
recreation and enhance landscaping of parkland. 

The requirements for adoption of measures such as rain gardens, swales or wetlands are 
detailed within the WaterWays: Water Sensitive Urban Design General Code of the Territory 
Plan. 
 
setback 
A setback is a planning control designed to influence the relationship of a proposed 
development to its neighbours or the street. A setback is defined in the Territory Plan as the 
minimum horizontal distance between a building wall or the outside face of a balcony, deck 
or supporting posts of a carport or verandah roof and the relevant block boundary.  
 
tactile indicators 
Tactile indicators are raised patterns on the ground or floor surface which provide vision 
impaired people with information about their surroundings. Tactile indicators can be either 
dot pattern indicators warning of hazards or change of direction, or elongated pattern 
indicators providing directional guidance. 


